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HAROLD BLOOM

introduction
M

gerald bradford

every now and then a book is written about mormonism
which by all accounts is fascinating meaning that it both attracts
and repels its readers on the whole the insights in such books
override their points of inaccuracy the authors of such works usually stand outside the LDS tradition are recognized as intellectuals
and come from the world of academia
nearly forty years ago for example thomas EF odea wrote
cormons chicago university of chicago press 1957 his
the mormons
treatment of latter day saints ostensibly from a sociological perspec tive but going far beyond any single discipline was just such
spective
a book coming to his subject from a somewhat modified marxist
view odea revealed between the lines that he had a soft spot in
mormons and that in some important respect he
his heart for the cormons
had genuinely understood what was distinctive and worthwhile
about the religion
cormons and
another equally fascinating book about the mormons
other religious groups in the united states is harold blooms the
american religion bloom is an internationally recognized literary critic what he says about the LDS tradition joseph smith
and the future of the church has engendered a wide range of
responses accordingly BYU studies has gathered four discussions of this book one by an essayist another by a mormon
BYU studies 35 no
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philosopher a third by one of blooms current students and a
fourth by a physicist
eugene england for instance adopts without reservation
blooms postmodern notion that it is never possible to perfectly
interpret a text or the ideas of another person every interpretation is but a misreading either strong meaning going
beyond and expanding upon what was originally said or written
or weak in that what is said about the initial insight is distorted or perverted according to england blooms misread
ings are on the whole strong getting joseph smiths teachings
Mormoni sms orientation within the canopy of religions in
and mormonisms
England
ss focus is on what many
america basically right englandss
believe is blooms major point that the american religion by
which he means mainly protestant fundamentalism and even
more so mormonism is becoming in En
englands
glands words increasingly conservative anti intellectual powerful resentful and
repressive of diversity with all that this foreboding picture portends for the future while disagreeing with the prophecy england believes we should nevertheless take warning from blooms
assessment of what england believes to be our abandonment of
the social gospel
truman madsen on the other hand refers only in passing to
the political agendas of the american religion seeing blooms
americanized orientation toward mormonism as out of date the
churche
churchs rapid growth in becoming a worldwide movement significantly
nific antly alters blooms predictions about its future trends
instead madsen focuses on blooms analysis of mormonism in
terms of some lost ancient gnostic view of the world the more
plausible explanation according to madsen is to see the essence
of mormonism as the restoration of ancient things that had been
lost sight of even though they were present all along in the scripi
tures and other sacred texts still in spite of this weakness in
blooms approach madsen sees value in blooms implicit recognition that a successful explanation of mormonism must reach
beyond nineteenth century american factors
with randall pauls discussion we return again to postmod
eonism
ernism for a celebration of all things Bloo
mian paul rightly shows
bloomian
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/6
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that blooms desire to know how we should face the inevitability
of death animates blooms interest in the power of human imagination which explains blooms fascination with the LDS doctrine
of the eternal self so fully does paul share blooms enthusiasm for
this view that he gets carried away in praising bloom as a religious
critic and in seeing bloom as the first outside intellectual both to
admire and criticize the teachings of joseph smith among other
such critics odea jumps to mind as a counter example still paul
is correct in stressing the importance of having someone of blooms
stature pay attention to joseph smith but only time will tell
whether pauls prediction about blooms very popular book bringing mormonism out of darkness will be any more accurate than
blooms prediction written in 1991 that a democrat would never
again be elected president of the united states
richard haglund is less sure that bloom ranks in the grand tradition of religious critics how haglund asks could bloom miss
the main point of the latter day saint faith and thereby claim that
LDS references to jesus christ are simply a facade behind which
post christian ideas hide and develop haglund suggests at least
a partial answer by exploring the question can someone for
whom the sacred the transcendent and particularly the idea of
god amounts to nothing more than metaphysical flourishes and
spilt poetry ever engage in meaningful religious criticism maybe
haglund argues religious critics have to be in some sense religious
themselves to understand the subject they are studying
which brings us back to the example of odea what he
would never express publicly but what he said more than once
cormons
privately about the mormons
Mor mons evidenced that whatever openings
to the sacred he may have experienced during his roman catholic
upbringing were never fully abandoned maybe those centers of
influence were awakened in him on occasion when he lived with
mormons and shared some of their religious experiences perthe cormons
haps that is why sometimes what he said rang true to some insiders if so odea becomes both a test case for haglunds
Haglun
ds thesis
and a critical threshold that people like bloom have yet to pass
based on the views of our panel the jury is still out on how religious a productive religious critic needs to be
11

11
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1I

eugene england

for me harold blooms address at the university of utah on
november 15 1990 was a fascinating and unique cultural experience his reputation as americas most distinguished literary critic
and his announced topic the religion making imagination of
joseph smith brought a huge crowd which included many university of utah professors and students at least some of these 1I
had reason to believe as a graduate of the U myself came to hear
bloom roast joseph smith and local mormon culture in the grand
style you can imagine then the shock as bloom began by calling
joseph smith an authentic religious genius who surpassed all
americans before or since 96 97 he stated baldly if there is
any authentic version of the american religion then as tolstoy
surmised it must be mormonism whose future as yet may prove
decisive for the nation and for more than this nation alone 97
imagine how this tension increased among those who had
come to see the prophet excoriated when bloom confessed he
could not explain joseph smiths recovery of ancient insights into
the theomorphic nature and divine potential of men and women
except as revelation and pronounced him not only an authentic
cormons
mons but also our national prophet and seer
Mor
prophet for mormons
cormons
those of us in the audience who were believing mormons
also felt some shocks even embarrassment I1 came with trepidation then experienced surprised joy and 1I confess some satisfaction at the discomfiture around me as bloom moved with
extraordinary insight to what I1 have long felt are the heart of
joseph smiths genius and the central empowering truths of the
restored gospel of jesus christ but 1I was also surprised at how terribly wrong a person with such insight could be about other
aspects of mormonism nevertheless all of blooms address made
me think again about the americanization and resulting ethical
cormons
mons
Mor
decline of some of us mormons
bloom is perhaps best known for his ideas about misreading especially his notion that all we can do with texts and historical figures is misinterpret them the question is whether our
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/6
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misreadings
misleadings
mis
readings are strong or weak producing even more insight
paro dying or perverting it 108 the
than the original or merely parodying
american religion provides a very strong misreading of mormon
theology and history sometimes this misreading is misguided
even dangerous but 1I believe it is potentially a very encouraging
mormons and others precisely because of
and helpful challenge to cormons
blooms political emphasis though that is what some of his critics
have found most objectionable
that remarkable address at the university of utah became the
second of four chapters on mormonism that appeared in blooms
book a year later there he focuses appropriately on the mormon
concept of an eternal uncreated and thus noncontingent free and
indestructible intelligence in each of us our nature is godlike
and our destiny is to become literal gods
but bloom goes wrong by going too far he sees that in many
ways the climax of joseph smiths increasing understanding of the
essential relatedness of god and humans is sections 131 and 132
152
of the doctrine and covenants where the new and everlasting
covenant of marriage is revealed bloom is dead right I1 believe in
seeing that sanctified human sexual intercourse essentially is
theurgical 105 in other words the ultimate and most powerful
insight into the genuine interrelatedness and interdependence of
godhood and humanity is joseph smiths understanding of divine
beings ultimately as embodied divinely heterosexual couples
whose creativity is in part a function of their sexuality and of human
sexuality as both a necessary part of gods work and
glory in
giving us immortality and eternal life and a preparation for godhood like that of our heavenly parents moses 139 and bloom is
dead right 1I believe in saying that for joseph smith and brigham
young celestial marriage and consequent progression towards
godhood were the true essence of becoming a latter day saint the
heart of mormon religion making 108 bloom is dead wrong
equating plural marriage with
however in taking an extra step and equatingplural
celestial marriage these two principles are independent and separable bloom however insists male nature being polygamous
the restoration of all things demanded a sanctification of that polygamy rather than an abolishment of a nature that could not be corrected 109 blooms insight into josephs supreme insight that
1
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male female and divine natures are all sexual and are fulfilled
through their sexuality is marred when he reduces that insight
with the unproven sexist and degrading rationale that male
nature is polygamous
bloom perceptively hints at what I1 believe was one of the reamormons to practice polygamy when he
sons why god inspired cormons
mormons
Mor mons learned
that one
quotes R laurence moores claim cormons
way of becoming american was to invent oneself out of a sense of
opposition 88 bloom writes marked by the glory and stigma
mormons of 1850 through 1890 indeed
of plural marriage the cormons
became a peculiar people a nation apart 106 and were thus able
to preserve a coherent and powerful identity in the formative
1
1
goes
I
wrong
far
believe
again
when
writes
he
period but he
1I
not too far on in the twenty first cencheerfully do prophesy that
mormons will have enough political and financial power to
tury the cormons
sanction polygamy again without it in some form or other the
complete vision of joseph smith never can be fulfilled 123
at one point arguing that a rational theology is not needed
for the growth of religion in fundamentalist anti intellectual america bloom claims that the southern baptists flourish despite a negmormons
ative and minimal theology and that the fast growing cormons
have a theology that is so jerry built that no one can hope to get
it straight 67 68 part of my misreading of bloom is to perceive
in his response to mormonism the outlines of what bloom himself
does not see a remarkably cohesive and empowering theology
but a theology that is indeed threatened by the increasing influence of Mormon
mormondoms
doms anti intellectual extreme right wing who
as armand mauss shows in his recent book the angel and the beehive controls much of mormon education and popular thought
bloom demonstrates uncanny understanding of the nature
and power of what for me is the beginning point and foundation
of any uniquely mormon theology what he calls the gnostic
sense of a self within the self that existed before creation that
mormons
Mor mons that uncan know rather than merely trust or believe for cormons
created intelligence is the ground of human relations to a similar
ultimately uncreated self within god and is what ultimately makes
us free but also potentially terribly alone unless we make bridges
of love to other selves such as spouses neighbors all humans

I
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and god and that emphasis on our eternal self can make us
all morali
ail
destructively selfish if we fail to build such bridges almost an
mon theology as B H roberts john A widtsoe
Widt soe and lowell bennion have shown builds in a rational and systematizable way from
dation in fact built firmly on that foundation are the two
that fUin
foundation
other insights of joseph smith and consequent mormon activities that bloom is most moved by 1 the record gathering and
temple work for the dead which seals together and potentially
unites in healing love the whole human family of intelligent spirits
malachis
achis prophecy and 2 the eternal vista of
in fulfillment of Mal
halachis
sexual theurgy 126 in which godhood includes and is even defined by the joys exaltations and sorrows of creating spirit bodies
for unborn intelligences and then creating universes for their development a continuation of the seeds forever dac
d&c 15219
13219
in other words bloom is simply uninformed and wrong about the
supposed incoherence of mormon theology he also especially
as a supposed careful reader wildly misjudges the nature and
value of the book of mormon
my final misreading I1 hope a strong one that is a powerfully useful reinterpretation is of blooms subtext his general concern expressed throughout the book that the american religion is
becoming increasingly conservative anti intellectual militant powerful resentful and repressive of diversity and his very specific
concern that the chief institutional form of the american religion
the LDS church will continue to increase in size and influence
until it will afflict the united states and possibly the world with
increased tyranny and violence 1I believe he is quite wrong but 1I
cormons and all americans can learn from his misreading
believe mormons
u
documormonism did indeed as thomas alexander has doc
mented in books on wilford woodruff and on the transitions in
mormon thought at the turn of the century
century33 compromise a good
deal of the social gospel of christ especially its proscription
against joining in americas wars in order to survive and become
accepted as part of the american mainstream hugh nibley in
approaching zion 4 has documented our tragic turn in the twentieth century from the gospel of christ towards militarism materialism and anti environmentalism and president kimball warned
mormons
Mor mons like
at the time of the american bicentennial that we cormons
ic
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other americans had become idolatrous both in our materialism
war like people who depend on missiles
and in becoming a warlike
gods of stone and steel to protect us rather than trusting the
lords call to change our enemies through love 5 increasing evidence exists now to support blooms fear that we may join the political extreme right in militant disregard of others social needs and
join the religious extreme right in militant anti intellectualism
and disregard for others basic rights of action and expression
that our emphasis on uncreated potentially divine selves may indeed become selfish
though 1I believe bloom is wrong in his prophecies my misreading suggests he can be a warning to us as we stand at the crossroads one hundred years after our earlier necessary but dangerous
and costly compromise prophets particularly president gordon B
Hinckley6 and president howard W hunter7
hunters have regularly called
us in the past twenty years to return to the religion of jesus As the
most hopeful sign the church has in the past fourteen years
moved more dramatically into humanitarian service including
fasts and food for starving africans relief projects all over the world
weekly community service days for all missionaries and the assignment of some full time service missionaries to simply helping others perhaps mormon historians theologians and cultural critics at
the very least can find in bloom incentive for further studies that
will help us understand how some of us have strayed in our cultural and political perversions of joseph smiths restored gospel
and perhaps all of us can find incentive to join the prophets in
returning to the straight and narrow more excellent way of unselfishness and mercy

n
E

truman G madsen
harold bloom is the audacious author who generated a stir in
recent times with his book oft 1990 which assigns to a woman
responsibility for the alleged J strand of the pentateuch this is the
harold bloom of no less than one hundred books a professor at
both yale and new york universities who is as at least one dust
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/6
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jacket affirms the leading literary critic of our time due to his
involuntary enchantment with ancient gnosticism bloom has follights spent five years looking at interpretive
lowed his own fights
accounts of the lesser known american religious groups and then
produced a book called the american religion emphasis on the
bloom approaches religion as he approaches poetry for religion is according to bloom spilled poetry 80 it is a product
of creative imagination more stimulating if it is off track arcane
yet with some flair of originality he is a jew who has disposed of
normative judaism and of god because if there were a god he
would not permit auschwitz blooms reputation as a broad stroke
literary critic enables him to ignore or wave off the empirical study
grees that is
pedigreed
pedigrees
of religious movements as well as their textual pedi
the ways they consciously link themselves to sacred texts so he
has trouble with doctrinal fixities traditions hierarchies establishments sacraments latter day saints will also note that he brackets
if he does not negate all appeals to supernatural origin or influence he takes the history of religion as the ebb and flow of conional human stresses notably the quest for immunity from
ventional
vent
death for death in life is the father of religion 257 he finds
freud kafka and scholem to be more significant or at least more
than jesus the apostles or rabbi akiva he labors
interesting figures thanjesus
to isolate something that all born in america religions have in common thereby defying their primary differentia thus in his survey
bloom ignores almost three fourths of the religious groups in
Luth erans pres
america roman and other catholics anglicans lutherans
byterians
byte rians methodists and even his own people american jewry
all are sidestepped in advance because they are mainstream and
have european roots
blooms overall conclusion given these postures is perhaps
predictable but it is also exotic american religions if they are
really american are a revival of certain admirable ancient gnostic
heresies
esies what if their adherents explicitly reject blooms labels
her
no problem one can be a self centered gnostic unaware even
after being informed by bloom heavy weights are put on pivotal
words like private inner innermost for bloom something is
more inner even than the soul so that authentic religion is utterly
solitary and therefore humanly incommunicable 31 264 yet on
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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nearly every page he puts into words his privileged insight into
these hidden regions
what would such a man with such a background say about
joseph smith and the latter day saints
comparatively speaking as an american visionary and charismatic joseph smith excels everyone before or since even walt
whitman ralph waldo emerson william james and edward
young mullins all blooms heroes whatever their vision not one
of them came near him in courage vitality or comprehensiveness
or in so honest a realization of the consequences of a charismatic
endowment 109 bloom recognizes his genial and loving
nature 109 and his genius for restoration 104 describing the
prophet as one who moves and alters my own imagination
127
where in all of american history can we find his
match
in proportion to his importance and his complexity he
remains the least studied personage of an undiminished vitality in
our entire national saga 95 and joseph smith stands out from
all other american luminaries with a further distinction he created
men in his own likeness notably brigham young joseph smith
was so rich and varied a personality so vital a spark of divinity
1I end as 1I
that he is almost beyond the limits of the human
began with wonder 127
blooms superlatives sometimes clash with each other we read
that joseph was a man whose life personality and visions far transcended his talents at the composition of divine texts 82 yet
joseph smiths writings are also transcendent verses from the
doctrine and covenants carry his authentic religious genius and
are transliterated by bloom into some electric passages of kabbalah
kabb alah
82 on the other hand the book of mormon the product not
the translation bloom believes of this same genius is bloom
alerts us pedestrian tendentious
tedious and is no longer
cormons 85
and should no longer be given attention even by mormons
this is all clear to bloom though he acknowledges he has never
read the book on still another hand joseph the writer is excelled
by joseph the reader joseph smiths subtlest insight was an
exercise in repetition he absorbed the bible and he understood
implicitly the burden of jewish history the religion preceded
and produced the peculiar or set apart people 88 89 yet
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/6
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again bloom is confident joseph did not need to read for bloom
considers it more likely that joseph reinvented his insights
1
I hardly think that written sources were necessary 100
prepossessions
blooms own pre
possessions lead to his main thrust joseph

smith managed to circumvent centuries of accumula and tradition
and revive understandings found only in hidden pockets of ancient
lore thus bloom can only attribute to joseph smiths genius or
daemon his uncanny recovery of elements in ancient jewish
theurgy that had ceased to be available either to normative judaism
or to christianity and that had survived only in esoteric traditions
unlikely to have touched smith directly 101 theurgy at its
worst is the occult attempt to manipulate god or the gods but
god 253
bloom reads theurgy to mean strengthening
joseph envisioned a god within us whose best efforts were
needed to reinforce the exalted man in the heavens 102 god is
as dependent on man in some ways as man is dependent upon god
so is that new or a departure or distinctly american bloom
mormons are almost alone in such beliefs since joseph
insists that cormons
smiths vision takes one back to the original religion of yahweh to
the J document where god is related to space and time and
process it also leads to theomorphism primal man and as bloom
notes from jewish lore primordial adam himself has a soul or self
older than the bible and is free
that is no part of the creation
of time unstained by mortality 15 free and even after the fall
not wholly separated from the divine nature here bloom fleetingly
acknowledges joseph smiths teaching reflects pretheologized
torah and the new testament rather than the later and dominant
traditions of rabbinical judaism and classical christianity he does
not observe that with modifications joseph smiths teaching on the
divine in human nature is the thedosis
theosis of greek orthodoxy and can
be found in the fine print of roman catholic theology
for such achievements bloom assures us joseph smith is an
authentic prophet read authentic religious genius 82 and specul
ulator
ator and he is worthy of such terms as uncanny unique and
extraordinary 83 82 85
bloom sometimes imposes upon american religion the gnostic demiurge an evil disposed creator identified with the primordial abyss matter is the evil embodiment is imprisonment
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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salvation or redemption is escape but bloom should know that this
will not do for LDS faith for the new testament and therefore for
joseph smith the contrary is true the body is a temple a sacred
vessel resurrection is glorification not a return to the outlandish
slough and god himself as god overcomes the assumed radical
distinction between temporal and spiritual these are her
heresies
esies to
heresies
esies
most agnostics
gnostics why then call them gnostic her
agnostics is a parody
blooms further reading of american gnostics
this amorphous group is a creedless and even Bib
bibleless
leless group
American izing jesus so that he is a friend near at hand
intent on americanizing
identified with ones essential private inward solitude and quite
reachable by human effort alone soul competency is the word
he uses approvingly for the baptists 41 such seek esoteric
knowledge not of god but of the sacred self within themselves as
uncreated sparks of divinity but to affirm a sacred self and turn
cormons
away from a sacral god is a self contradiction for both mormons
and southern baptists and bloom seems unacquainted with

authentic senses of dependence upon god
Is gnostic then mainly a purr word for ideas and practices
that have a distinct fascination for bloom one can make that case
but he does not see that one need not resort to archaic pockets
kabbalah
kabb alah or the primal self to find such ideas and practices in scriptural sources for example bloom is enchanted in mormon thought
with primal materials in creation nothing is more american he
argues than the view that god did not bring all that is into being
by fiat but organized elements 101 but the hebrew creation
narratives say that this world was formed out of previously existing
matter the dogma of ex nichilo
nihilo creation was invented later
he repeats even revels in the kinship reintroduced in LDS
thought between god and man and stands among the few who recognize that joseph smith did not teach that god is human all too
human he shows that this kinship undercuts
undercuts typical views of original sin and doctrines of total human depravity so it does but so also
do the more extreme jewish views of the evil inclination which are
again a later importation and this kinship too is in the earliest
tselem and demuth in hebrew mean that
texts likeness and image tselee
man resembles god as a statue resembles a person a point that was
embarrassing to later interpreters who often reduced the similarity
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/6
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between god and man to the single trait of rationality even the
exodus text on the divine name 1 I am that 1I am which has been
cited for centuries as the foundation of the monoliths of plato and
1
may
I will become what 1I will become the platonic
read
aristotle
absolute the static the utterly unconditioned was later written into
the official theology it is absent in the biblical texts indeed the kin
ships joseph smith affirmed are present in psalm 8 the man of whom
god is mindful is a little lower than the eloheim
elvheim the divine
not as the KJ translators have it than the angels and is crowned
with glory and honor Ps 85
bloom is attracted to the LDS teaching of the sacredness of
human sexuality and finds similar teachings in archaic sources
106 he explains this with references to freud and to the much
Sab
batai zvi whose doctrine of the holiness of sin reearlier sabbatani
sabbatai
demp tion through sin 106 was the betrayal of his messianic
demption
claim bloom argues as joseph smith did not that if marriage is
sacred then plural marriage is inevitable and there is hidden eroticism in blooms argument but he misses the point abraham was
not promised a harem but a lasting and glorious posterity all this
is likewise hebrew biblical but since augustine the sacredness of
human sexuality is unfamiliar or heretical
intrigued by the prominence of enoch in mormon sources
bloom claims with poetic license a virtual identity between
enoch and joseph smith 100 enoch created a city zion did not
metetron
etron in the pantheon of kab
die and will bring it anew he is Met
balistid
ba listic lore but there is no hint in joseph smith of this identificabalistic
tion nor of reincarnation if one is serious about the past present
and future of davids congregation of the mighty Ps 821 he
must add adam eve noah melchizedek abraham moses john
and elijah plus others who have received renewed prominence in
the restoration dac
13838
d&c 15858
15838
13858
bloom ascribes to joseph smith the ancient hebrew sense that
word event and thing are one and calls this transumption 100
he does not note that by this definition the old testament
prophets the new testament apostles and jesus himself were gnos
bics in other company including religions this is often taken as a mistics
guided quest for certainty or as a mystical retreat from reality or a
bromide to palliate brooding about death and despair for latter day
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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saints it is none of the above in affirming the present possibility of
face to face communion with god like that of moses joseph smith
was not a radical revolutionary nor an original he was instead what
he said he was a restorer on a comprehensive scale
bloom sometimes reverses his implicit to explicit mode as is
illustrated by one telling example the absence of the cross in morcormons and the amermon architecture shows bloom says that mormons
ican religion in general have lost touch with the historical jesus
40 bloom who asserts the primacy of the interior might have
intuited what he could not see the earliest christians placed
easter ahead of the crucifixion and so do latter day saints A glorified christ who bears the nail prints is in all ways the embodiment of the new beginning the cross testifies most of the mortal
end precisely what bloom says is absent in LDS faith is present
one may hypostatize the cross as in classical theology or he may
take it up inside and deny himself of all ungodliness moro 1032
alma 399 in the book of mormon more than in any other document the crucifixion and resurrection of jesus are vividly combined both in anticipation and manifestation blooms stumbling
here and elsewhere is incompatible with what he himself avers
namely that the reunion of the historical the literal and the actualized and with symbols that deepen rather than evade is at the
heart of joseph smiths mission

another example bloom has discovered that joseph smith
organized a council of fifty in nauvoo some of whose members
were men of other faiths pointing toward the extension of constiional government one might add that few others have given
tutional
tut
such a religious dimension to the american constitution this at
blooms instant touch is transmuted into something sinister the
gradual subtle growth of the mormon kingdom of god in america 94 who in the jewish christian world does not pray thy
kingdom come the latter day saint pattern is the same as that in
ancient judaism as bloom himself says a religion becomes
became a people 106 the mormon people became a community which like the new testament community sought and
continues to seek to become a kingdom the saints are the last
people on earth to be confused on who the king is or how in conms he will govern
trast to petty despotisms
despotis
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other inversions beset blooms exposition for bloom the
american religion is all about a loneliness related to the american experience of the abyss of space 103
103
105 but the new testament model and the faith of the latter day saints is through and
through about togetherness the solidifying and hallowing of relation ships in a way that reaches eternity and the experiencing of
lationships
the endlessness of time thus there has never been an isolated
self there have always been relationships family community god
himself was never completely alone
blooms subtitle is the emergence of the post christian nation
re ghristian
christian religion of
but the faith of the latter day saints is the pre
christ it is judaism at its crest and the religion of disciples ofjesus
before they were victimized by diaspora by dilution and embellishment addition and subtraction and by official amalgamation
ishment
to the state all of which pulled the faith from the moorings of
jesus into metaphysical monoliths
of today is not my subject says bloom
mormonism
106 but then he proceeds as if it were what attracts him religiously appalls him politically much of the book is strident and
mormons
mons baptists and christMor
erratic sociopolitical commentary cormons
ian scientists receive their share christian fundamentalists and
pentecostals
mormons
als more than their share As for the cormons
Mor mons bloom
Pentecost
becomes altogether conventional and repeats the journalistic
stereotype the present day LDS church is stunningly wealthy
respectable politically monolithic and too much an influence in
government it began as a scandalous heresy and now is an eminently respectable established church wealthy vaguely christian
and mostly right wing republican 55
53 yet the verifiable consequences of the international growth of the LDS community stand
this stereotype on its head the LDS church today clearly christian in its full embrace of the law of tithing and its full rejection of
professional caste is financially stretched nevertheless it is doing
many of the very things for the underprivileged worldwide that
bloom says it cannot do As an organization and community it
remains widely misunderstood and maligned has not bloom himself joined that choir moreover the church is politically diverse
in ethnic national and party allegiances in fact its international
diversity had he recognized it would have cost bloom his title and
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his topic pigeonholing the latter day saints even those of the first
generation as american is as anachronistic as describing jews or
christians or moslems as jerusalemites
ites
Jerusalem
bloom also urges indeed labors what has now become
i
sam
ts
another flawed claim in recent literature about the latter day saints
and bloom extends the lament to other american religions that
they have lost touch with their origins plainly he argues the present
day religion is only a compromise with gentile america rather
than being the authentic vision of joseph smith 106 if they
were faithful to the most crucial teachings 91 the latter day
saints he says would be utterly different how can a writer be so
sensitized to the subtle and so oblivious to the palpable the
melancholy failure to live up to their high estate is the story of
the jews as it is of christians including mormon christians but
necessarily not ever religion need not abandon
not now is not necessarflynot
what it postpones it may even intensify the inner ideal while
weighed down by impediments
moreover with a clipboard and a gifted interviewing style
bloom might have consulted a fair sample of recent converts to the
LDS church if he did not impose his paradoxical indifference to
self awareness he could glimpse what is stirring and moving their
lives recent studies show that the dominant moving appeal
mormons is the thrust toward experiential religion
among the cormons
more so in fact than in the baptists whom bloom says still retain
the puritan quest for the inner light 54 204 and it is the jesus
of the new testament the one who said he would not be locked
within that time or place along with what he was what he
promised what he portrayed and taught that is sought by these
new adherents their religious experience is a kind of knowing
it is life eternal the whole of life and the relationships of life life
that begins now and here with christ A creative misreading of
blooms message is that persons the world over are unconsciously
striving toward this faith which was also joseph smiths faith
spawned by an innate and archetypal religious awareness
finally bloom steps unabashedly into the realm of forecaster
his expectations discourage him the jehovah witnesses will be
increasingly pathological the christian fundamentalists will dominate the political process and moderates among the baptists will
lose to the fundamentalists who make an idol out of an inerrant
14
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als will continue to be noisy and ineffectual the
bible pentecostals
Pentecost
latter day saints the established church of the american west
263 will by the year 2020 compose more than 10 percent of
the population of the united states though they have traded their
mormons will become the
original vision for business suits cormons
wave of the future here he is not speaking parables time will
confirm or discredit him
can then a determined or ambivalent outsider even with the
wit brilliance and verbal virtuosity of a harold bloom really enter
into the sovereign realm of individual religious faiths on that issue
this book is not reassuring but it is notable that a man who has
spent his life studying and trying to identify with the great literary
figures finds visions and vision of great depth and wide ranging preeminence in joseph smith and the movement that arose under his
leadership this may encourage some literary or religious minds to
look again at LDS source materials including dehellenized manumonnon and find what bloom only touches
scripts and the book of mormon
in an eccentric piecemeal and at best one sided way
meanwhile latter day saints recognize what both attracts
and repels bloom joseph smith was in the profoundest ways a
christ intoxicated man at the end of his life joseph smith
described the restoration as encompassing all the truth the jewish
christian world possessed and in addition renewed access to its
ultimate source thus latter day saints have every reason to understand blooms minimal thesis that joseph smith and his heirs were
neither chronic borrowers from a nineteenth century milieu nor
ex dibilo
nihilo
nibilo creators of something wholly outside the jewish christian
heritage but if these alternatives are in apropos then who were
these people and who are they now if bloom stirs any interpreters of this religion to open or reopen that question both academically
de mically and religiously that will be a service

in
charles randall paul
harold bloom is a husband father teacher scholar and a lifelong addict of the written word who said if he were marooned on
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an island for the rest of his life and could bring only three books
Shake speares complete works and
he would choose the bible shakespeares
paralyzed at the horror of abandoning all but one of his other literary loves he declined to select a third 8 wayne booth says we
can tell about people from the written company they keep if so
bloom whose favorites are yahweh and falstaff is a man of extremes dour and playful spiritual and earthy uncanny and hearty
acquaint yourself directly with harold bloom by reading the
american religion the book ofj
of J the gospel of thomas and
ofa
canon9 1I recently discussed blooms last four books
canon9
the western canona
with him during a visit to new york university
each of these books treats the big question As we face death
how should we live he believes this is the energizing subject of
all poetry and religion bloom appreciates religious writings because they transmit god as a literary character in a text making
the almighty partially accessible to a devout reader he has extensively read the hebrew scriptures the early gnostic pseudepigrapha and many american religious and poetic writings to
complement his ample knowledge of classic western literature
his mormon reading emphasizes joseph smiths revelations especially the books of moses and abraham joseph smiths personal
history and doctrine and covenants sections 1 10 76 88 93
121 122 128 130 131 and 132 As a critic he quotes very little
and assumes his readers have an extensive knowledge of the primary texts he is not a theologian or historian of religion but he is
a broad and deep reader and an eloquent respondent his scope
is so wide that he might be granted a plenary indulgence for his
inevitable errors of perspective and detail most scholars have
avoided directly criticizing particular religions because of fear of
offending or a lack of sufficient evidence about supernatural matters blooms open candid criticism elicits counterargument begging the reader to engage him with cheers and jeers
reading bloom is a difficult pleasure his feisty style invigorates if you lean like a fighter right into his audacity punching and
embracing at the same time his signature is arresting overstatement tinged with a mordant sympathetic heavyhearted humor
he is not coy one learns in a few pages whom he hates anti
intellectual know it alls and whom he loves hearty poeticspiritual
poetic spiritual
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originals his religious criticism is never snootily contra naturalism
or supernaturalism but is instead openly skeptical allowing for
even wishing for things that to him seem too good to be true
bloom cannot be dismissed as a secular humanist a rational
idealist a mechanistic naturalist or a mystical absolutist he like
milton is a unique mix a religion of one a gnostic jewish existentialist reader who experiences beauty truth and goodness by
textual comparison who quarrels impatiently with coercive authoritative individuals or organizations who is bewildered and disappointed at uninvolved or uncaring divine powers and who still
hopelessly desires that something like joseph smiths visions of eternity might be fulfilled in reality he trusts his readers enough to
reveal all these aspects as he invites them into his mind for a serious
five
live religiously in the face of death
discussion about how we might hive
harold bloom is the first intellectual outside the mormon tradition to both passionately admire and carefully criticize the writTocque ville emerson
ings and life of joseph smith bloom joins tocqueville
and william james as a serious practitioner of religious criticism
no author since james and even he avoided criticizing specific
religions has written an appreciative yet critical exposition of
american religions responses to these religious questions where
were we where are we journeying and best of all for americans
what makes us free
the american religion lauds an american elite of poets and
prophets in the following order of eminence the critic must prioritize
oriti ze joseph smith walt whitman ralph waldo emerson emily
dickinson edgar young mullins william james and jonathan
edwards the names smith and mullins on this short list are the
scandal of american religious history by their absence from serious discussion until now the book written to a broad intellectual audience attempts to disclose the genius of smith mullins
and other religious originals who have often been misunderstood
like an enthusiastic treasure hunter who alone has uncovered a
pearl of great price bloom runs at us urging us to come see what
he has found by close reading and meditation
what he displays glimmering within us is the free uncreated individual the center of the human soul this center is the
Whit mans me myself 26 or joseph smiths
whitmann
delfs self walt whitmans
selfs
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intelligence a self so free as to be coequal in eternity with
gods self this radical self knowledge is the basis for the unique
american religions and poetics that were created in the early nineagnostics those who know that
modem gnostics
teenth century by and for modern
before heaven and earth were organized they were already there
our treasure hunter concludes that anyone regardless of creed
who looks inward can rediscover this truth of the ages we have
always been we are radically free we are lone individuals
kirkegaard and sartre found the radical freedom of an uncreated self somber knowledge whereas the americans from walt whitman to joseph smith found in it a romantic adventure of open
upward possibilities bloom sensed what richard hughes discovered in comparing restoration movements namely latter day saint
restorationism focused on the ancient method opened heavens
pouring down new revelation making their religion a creative
adventure whereas the Campbellites
campbellites disciples of christ centered
more on the ancient form a restored organization functioning
correctly legally assuring salvation to its adherents the open
canon of mormonism allowed for romantic perfection through
everlasting progress whereas the Campbellites
campbeffites sought perfection
campbellites
through their disciplined retrospective conformance to biblical
law the former was for bloom the best example of the american
religion the latter a case of traditional european revivalism
blooms historical thesis is that imported european religions
kabbalistic religious forms emphasized
except for rarer gnostic kabbalistic
the question what is our final destination for them predestined
heaven or hell was the typical answer in contrast the american
Refi
rehi
gion which came to maturity at the beginning of the ninereligion
teenth century with the orphic outpourings at cane ridge and
western new york revivals emphasized implicitly the primal
question where did we originate as free selves the american
need for personal salvation derived from a feeling of ignorance
not of depravity at the core successful seekers found themselves
uncreated collaborators with deity radically free from ultimate
coercion by god the devil or other humans recalling joseph
smiths three independent spirits of god man and the devil 10
reviva lists welcomed jesus or the divine
these american gnostic revivalists
to settle with them as a friend thus rejecting without overt
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rebellion their prior vassalage to a sovereign god they came to
adopt a spiritual peerage system of becoming co inheritors of the
kingdom of god when americans lauded jesus as king of kings
and lord of lords subtle self praise was right there too toc
quenville
qu eville missed this spiritual toryism when he democratized the
queville
american religion but had he visited the kingmaker joseph smith
in 1831 he might have smelled an aristocratic familiarity in the
western air A nation of soul sovereigns serving with their high
king jesus was the actual vision for the mormon zion and the baptists spiritual kingdom of god
in american religion jesus our persistent divine friend is
the one calling us to courageously face ourselves this lonesome
showdown is solid mormon doctrine behold the way for man is
narrow but it bieth
fieth
ileth in a straight course before him and the keeper
lieth
employeth
of the gate is the holy one of israel and he employ
eth no servant
and he cannot be deceived 2 ne 941 personal parthere
ticul arity is at the root of ancient christian thought yet in its amerticularity
ican religious mode it becomes uniqueness we are not just
different we are singularities
truman madsen once quipped that the declaration of indepen
dence used imprecise terms jefferson should have written
pendence
that all men are uncreated unequal such unequality according
to bloom spawns resentment As eternal uncreated individuals
we go beyond our close freudian family presentments
ments to resent our
resentments
resent
powerful cultural forefathers their intimidating excellence
impedes our own original creativity with our uncreated freedom
we self critically ask why we have not done more we must somehow be responsible for our own situation and we resent those
who surpass us merely by their greater desire inexcusable human
differences cause the resentment of competition for eminence that
is the burden of radical freedom
blooms school of resentment can be healed only by a
friendly personal god that sits down with you and says okay 1I
know you are not as strong as atlas as beautiful as helen as bright
as pythagoras or as talented as homer but what makes you
divinely interesting after all is your desire to become something
original what interests me is your next creative move your
unique new self what keeps the gods interested and interesting
is the next miraculous moment of change creatic
tus
libertas
ubertus
tas
creatio ex Uber
lus
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when visiting utah poetic writers from twain to emerson
could not grasp that the cold gray granite of the salt lake temple
cloistered the sacred fire of the ages the romantic quest for eternal life and love bloom says american religion like american
imaginative literature is a severely internalized quest romance in
which some version of immortality serves as the object of desire
40 this religious
religiousromantic
romantic motif was epitomized by dantes religious poetry and joseph smiths poetic religion isolated pilgrims
can find their true loves and together create their rightful paradisiacal kingdom where they reign as kings and queens until religious
critics understand the power of the mormon marriage rite they
will never quite understand why polygamy was a voluntary sacrifice or why a 10 percent tithe is a pittance compared to what a committed mormon questor is willing almost aching to give those
like bloom who know the power of the romantic quest in fictional
literature stand in awe of the motive force it has in nonfictional relimormons
Mor mons who eternally seal themgion the sincere audacity of cormons
selves in love and then do the same vicariously for the entire
human family motivates a massive effort unparalleled in history
of genealogical research and vicarious ritual the practical latter
day saints are uncannily impractical about this quest they spend
millions of dollars each month assisting the dead
this reach beyond the grave was consistent with joseph
smiths eros for increase his divine desire for expansion thy
must stretch as high as the utmost heavens and
mind 0 man
search into and contemplate the darkest abyss and the broad
expanse of eternity thou must commune with god I11I to expand
the prophet stretched himself and his people beyond any prior
american mold recognizing this expansion is one of blooms best
insights and the force behind his fascination with the mormon
doctrine of celestial marriage according to bloom joseph smith
enjoyed the pleasure of sacred marriage but his great passion was
for new and more life in a time without boundaries blooms
polygamys
ys return 123 shows his wish for a
cheery prophesy for polygam
living religion so vital in originality and abundance that it continually explodes its previous limits continual revelation indeed
he would that all israel were prophets that there were not just
Nephites but millions of enochs men and women together
three nephites
living translations of the mysteries of godliness
11
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using hebrews and enoch and personal experience as texts
fire12 who
the prophet taught that our god is a consuming fire
dwells in everlasting burnings who dwells in bodily temples his
language for deity was as fiery as the kabbalists
kabba lists and zoroastrians
fire signifies transformation and freedom purity and power conflict and desire he sensed that the character of god included all
these joseph smiths temple was always on fire images of his
glowing kirtland and blazing nauvoo temples pale beside the
pyrophoric bodies of the father the son moses abinadi moroni
and the american prophet who communed with them all
no man knows joseph smiths history 13 and none would believe it if they did nevertheless due to harold blooms literary
talent and spiritual audacity 1I predict that in twenty years when
selections from thefoseph
the joseph smith reader are required in any college american history class millions who otherwise might not
have shall know brother joseph again 14 it will not have been the
biographical psycho
psychohistories
histories nor the critical exposes nor eloquent
philosophical explanations nor incisive historical syntheses nor
faithful histories nor sociological surveys nor comprehensive
encyclopedias that bring mormonism intellectually out of obscurity though all the above will have been influential finally the
most illuminating breakthrough will have begun with a book that
was unacceptable to any religious camp or academic persuasion a
book that experts first ignored later decried and finally accepted
as seminal to a serious understanding of the doctrine of the uncreated free individual that was restored to american religion most
powerfully by joseph smith it will be the american religion and
harold bloom who actually read joseph smiths revelations and life
with the reverence and awe they deserve compared with other
great poetic and religious writings of the world hear bloom summarize his thoughts about the american prophet
so self created was he that he transcends emerson and whitman
VA litman in
valitman
my imaginative response and takes his place with the great figures
so rich and varied a personality so vital a spark of
of our fiction
divinity is almost beyond the limits of the human as normally we
construe those limits to one who does not believe in him but who
has studied him intensely smith becomes almost a mythology in
we do not know joseph smith as he prophesied that
himself
even his own could never hope to know him he requires strong
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poets major novelists accomplished dramatists to tell his history
and they have not yet come to him he is as enigmatic as abraham
we cannot be certain what baffles us most As an unbelincoln
liever 1I marvel at his intuitive understanding of the permanent reliour deep need for originality
gious dilemmas of our country
gave us joseph smith
there is something of joseph smiths spirit
in every manifestation of the american religion 127

bloom believes that the mormon perspective is available only
mormons
mons or to those few who can imagine themselves into that
Mor
to cormons
people 126 great virtue exists in such an imagination one that can
empathetic
get close to becoming something other than itself Em
pathetic
imaginative criticism is the only kind that is effectively heard it creates new possibilities for loving ones enemies as they are as we
are without the facile separation of sin and sinner further it lets
us regret that an others religion is not our own even while we criticize that religions weaknesses and affirm our own faith we can
light and truth without resorting to wimpy relativism
argue in fight
most nineteenth century european thinkers even the few
ts felt fearful and betrayed by their foretheists
who remained atheists
theis
fathers religion as they stared sullenly into the empty abyss and
saw no god whereas american agnostics
gnostics seeing nothing in their
way freely looked around and found god himself gazing into the
vast openness exhilarated at its limitless possibilities
in the eighteenth century the founders crafted american liberal democracy on montesqieus and lockes assumption of non
intercessory providence freedom from the other especially the
others religion was derived fundamentally from the observation
that since deity had not clearly established one religion in the
world men would try to rectify that oversight it was expected that
competitive american religions would vie for hegemony and thus
create an oligarchical balance of power that neutralized religious
influence on politics and avoided european style religious wars
however americas second founders joseph smith being their jefferson envisioned that religion and one in particular if possible
should become the most powerful element in social and political
life bloom celebrates and fears the chutzpa of the saints who
considered american society fallen and actually offered a new and
living political theocratic alternative in zion
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Madi
sons wisdom was to disestablish political religion hoping
madisons
matisons
that various separate religious fires would contain each other due
to their equal size and power that plan worked until the powerful nineteenth century religious forces consolidated into new cross

denominational religious expressions that pressed for a coup
despret
sprit that evaded religious and political checks and balances
desprit
de
in the twentieth century the waning of mainline protestant power
and the pervasive assumption that secularization is inevitable have
lulled many into thinking that religion is impotent energy for the
well educated too often intelligent believer is an oxymoron and
religious fanatic is redundant bloom wants this sophisticated
simplemindedness to cease he wants to create a new public
awareness of intelligent passionate religion that will act as a defensive crossmire
cros sfire to the violent totalitarian varieties flaring around us
crossfire
perhaps his critical book will show one way to vent our perennial
competitive religious hegemonic desires and to avoid massive
uncontainable explosions
11

IV

richard

E
F

haglund jr

even physicists have heard of harold bloom and his compelling title suggesting a sociological or cultural study of religion
in america was enough to persuade this physicist to investigate
if as bloom implies there have been no criticisms of the ameriNietz sches critique of traditional eurocan religion analogous to nietzsches
pean christianity it is high time we had one 58
38 however the
agenda of the american religion turns out to be less sociological
and cultural let alone religious or spiritual than frankly political
As befits the author of a political tract bloom has ignored all that
does not fit his peculiar gloomy vision of an america taken over
by the right wing of its diverse religious communities
nevertheless in analytical enterprises science being a prime
example one can make progress on thorny problems even when
the initial attempts are off the mark provided one clearly identifies the errors in the incorrect attempt if blooms attempt is
unsuccessful as 1I think it is we ought to understand why so the
enterprise of religious criticism can go forward
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one of blooms recurring egregious methodological errors is
letting his prejudices interfere with a careful analysis based on logic
and cause and effect A notable example is his fear and loathing of
protestant fundamentalism which fairly drips off the pages his
fervid attacks on the political views of the american religion do
not appear at first glance to be motivated primarily by contempt
for fundamentalists though he does not mind an occasional poke
Menc kens words are everywhere where
at those who in H L menckens
merckens
learning is too heavy a burden for mortal minds to carry 56 but
he finds it so easy to entertain himself with clever asides on the
televangelists
tel
that he neglects
personal foibles of fundamentalist evangelists
to analyze the origins and evolution of this variety of the american religion
though he may be moved by fundamentalist religious fervor
and while he lusts for their political power he still can find nothing worthy of thought in their beliefs or practices thus he reflects the current impoverished state of american intellectual or
political discourse which seems incapable of engaging anything
except caricatures of people and ideas for this problem religion
re
ethics and the recreation
creation of real civic virtue are the only cures
but these cannot flourish in an atmosphere of fear contempt and
recrimination whatever else religious criticism may be or should
be it cannot be an exercise in ridicule or free association masque rading as analysis
querading
A second error which dogs blooms analysis of the american
religion is his evident willingness to overlook evidence which fails
to support his view bloom admires joseph smith the prophet as
he admires ralph waldo emerson the sage of concord and edward
young mullins the baptist savant whom bloom sees now as a
prophet without honor in his own country however his selective
reading of the evidence leads him to draw conclusions that are simplistic and unsupportable he misreads mormonism leaving its
pierces
Bi erces
complexity unheeded his tack reminds me of ambrose bierces
definition of critic in the devils dictionary A person who boasts
himself hard to please because nobody tries to please him 15
leaving aside the pejorative references to organizations which
are anathema to his liberal political creed bloom essentially re
treads the now familiar claim that gifts of original charismatic leaders
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are routinized in the lives of their followers by a straitjacket
strait jacket of
re
institutionalization bloom argues that joseph smiths recreation
creation
of scripture and primitive christianity is too radical for modem members of the church he founded in 1850
1830 who are today he is
pleased to note found in disproportionate numbers among the
ranks of the FBI and the CIA his wildly incorrect innuendoes
about the tentacles of the mormon octopus curling into american
board rooms are part of the same picture of a once
corporate boardrooms
heretical sect become respectable
but blooms misreading of the doctrinal and historical record
of the latter day saints goes beyond these titillating tidbits from
tabloid journalism to imaginative generalizations that completely
ignore masses of evidence that contradict his thesis bloom observes that
mormons are allied in warlike patriotism opposifly the cormons
pragmatically
pragmatica
tion to abortion and refusal to seek economic and social justice to
their doctrinal enemies southern baptist fundamentalists assemals evangelicals
Evange licals of every denomination 88
blies of god pentecostals
Pentecost

the

data on which such a generalization might be based are
nowhere revealed in the book in this particular case those data
would show a complicated picture conscientious objection to war
is sometimes approved in the book of mormon spencer W kimball the president of the church whom bloom quotes on mormon
temple activity also opposed the siting of the MX missile in utah 16
presided over the extension of the mormon priesthood to blacks
and put in place a massive effort to call mormon retirees
reti rees with
appropriate expertise to serve health and welfare missions to improve conditions in developing nations with regard to economic
and social justice latter day saint skills and programs for the temporal welfare of their members are nothing short of legendary
the errors in perspective introduced by blooms selective reading of the evidence are compounded by his failure to see when complexity is an essential feature of the landscape the mormon
community is complex paradoxically especially because of its missionary fervor which like matthews gospel net gathered of every
kind matt 1347 such a community defies simplistic generalizations no one who knows mormon communities outside the intermountain west communities that increasingly outnumber those in
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the historic heartland of the church and rival them in influence can
fail to see the simplemindedness of blooms broad generalizations
for example joseph smith is pictured by bloom as the dictatorial
ruler in a world kingdom governed by the mormon priesthood and
crowned in secret rituals yet the same joseph smith when asked
how he ruled his people responded in theory and in practice
1
I teach them correct principles and they govern themselves 17
the combination of these methodological errors and skewed
perspectives is most visible in blooms predictions of the appro aching fundamentalist political hegemony in the united states
proaching
central to his view of the future is the idea of the literal mormon
kingdom of god which he suggests might be established in the
united states in the twenty first century the secret coronation of
joseph smith as head of an earthly kingdom of god is reported by
18
empire18
quest
klaus hansen in his questfor
and has been a subject of
empire
onest for
great interest to historians in recent years whatever may have
stinn
still a
occurred and I1 stress that the matter of what did occur is stiff
matter of dispute because of the scarcity of reliable sources LDS
theology clearly regards all earthly kingdoms that fail to acknowledge god as their lawgiver to be more or less illegitimate for the
present we are obliged as was jesus himself to render therefore
caesara
Cae
sars and unto god the things
unto caesar the things which are caesars
that are gods matt 2221
blooms obsession with what he perceives as the fundamentalist conspiracy to stamp out all that is socially and sexually liberal
in american democracy leads him from the picture of an imaginary
mormons fully intend to convert
theocracy to the claim that the cormons
the nation and the world to go from some ten million souls to six
billion 94 yet brigham young pointed out repeatedly that
five
latter day saints must not expect to be the only ones who will live
on the earth during the millennial kingdom and that part of our
preparation for that kingdom was to understand and be at peace
with people of goodwill from many different religions 191911 can only
explain blooms appalling misreading of the data by assuming that
he has fallen victim to a single vision and a crass literalism which
is ironically a hallmark of the know nothing fundamentalists
56 against whom he rails in his book
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latter day saint theology whatever else it does or does not
teach explicitly states that in mortal life we work out our individual salvation through gods grace and our own best efforts in a
dynamic soul stretching tension between the polarities of human
experience sickness and health pleasure and pain joy and sadness ignoranceand
ignorance and enlightenment above all this is a complex
vision not easily captured by the facile generalization based on
carelessly selected data
bloom appears to have turned to gnosticism to explain the
vitality of the american religion because he is himself unable to
find meaning in the mainline 217 denominations that came
thesee shores from elsewhere misplacing the context however
to thes
leads him to reduce various religions to caricatures while gnosticism involves knowledge of god a felt personal relationship with
the object of belief and a belief in a manichaean
Mani
manichean
chean universe where
good and evil are at war with each other these same elements can
be found in conventional christianity in contexts that are clearly
not gnostic blooms hypothesis that gnosticism is essential to the
mormons
Mormons and pente
american religion fails because baptists cormons
costalas
costals alike believe in the jesus of the new testament not the one
we find in the apocryphal gnostic texts by missing this point
bloom is forced into implausibly arguing that the american
believer reads the gospels from a gnostic standpoint
whereas the ancient gnosticism was or is an ascetic elite
insider religious activity blooms american religion is a community of the middle class offended by the intellectual posturing
moral bankruptcy and sexual permissiveness of the cultural elite
and largely shut out as individuals from the largesse of the affluent and the politically powerful the desire to be with jesus is the
desire for the promised new life and for the inward power to control and shape the destiny of the human soul bloom is farthest off
the mark in failing to understand that this thirst for control is the
key to the vitality of the american religion
while the american religion disappoints in many respects
we must not be diverted from the serious question posed by this
book can there be and do we now need an informed religious
criticism of the american religion let us assume that religious criticism is not what bloom has written in this book but what he
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an earnest engagement of all the force of philosophy
theology and history in pursuit of the roots of the spiritual if this
definition were accepted the answer to this question is clearly affirmative but if we are to have a religious criticism worthy of the
name and of its subject it must have a different base and a different
methodology than what we see between the covers of this book
the most important purpose of such criticism can perhaps
be clarified by an example for me the most offensive line in
blooms book was his statement that the current mormon
rhetoric in invoking jesus christ does serve as a perhaps deliberate veil behind which a post christian religion continues its complex development 88 this sort of sentiment might have made
walter martin that veteran warrior against the kingdom of the
cults a proud and happy man true latter day saints do not
accept the philosophical strictures of the traditional creedal formu lations about jesus christ latter day saints believe that the themulations
ological formulas of conventional christianity have less to do with
the jesus of the new testament than with greek philosophy
a position increasingly tolerated by at least some biblical scholars
but both the book of mormon and the revelations of the doctrine
and covenants make plain the latter day saint commitment to the
christ of the new testament the issue is one of definition
it seems to me that religious criticism ought to address just
such issues the methodological challenge is to do so if possible
in a neutral way that allows for the development of an informed
consensus on concepts and facts as nearly as we are able to ascertain them the interpretation of these facts as in science would
have to be viewed as provisional and open to continual review
the method of this discourse as hugh nibley has pointed out is
to talk about the material at hand hoping that in the course of the
discussion every participant will privately and inwardly form
reform change or abandon his opinions
and thereby move in
1120
20
hight
light and knowledge 1720
the direction of greater fight
one of the key elements of religious criticism should clearly
be to develop paradigms for such an enterprise the first task in
developing the paradigms for any analytical enterprise involves a
struggle with language in the beginning of the investigations
the words are connected with old concepts
writes heisenberg
says it is
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the new ones do not exist yet 21 just as a dispute about grammar
cannot be resolved by the rules of spelling 22 so the paradigm must
be grounded in a suitable conceptual framework bloom seems to
lack the subtle language and experience for this task because of his
extreme bias toward secular interpretations of the religious community and its beliefs we may yet have to admit that religious criticism will be most productive when its protagonists are chiefly
though not exclusively religious much as we subscribe to the
notion that electromagnetic theory is best carried out by those
Max
maxwelll
wells equations
who know maxwells
the practice of experiential charismatic and prophetic religion as bloom notes in his comments about joseph smith is a dangerous one given the imminent potential for martyrdom it is also
however a practice that bears little fruit without a framework for
reexperiencing
sustained retelling re
reenacting
experiencing and re
enacting the creative revelation that stands at the heart of the american religion the ultimate role of religious criticism is to make possible growth in both
personal faith and institutional vitality by reexamining the foundations A religious criticism of this stamp by helping religious communities
muni ties to understand the roots of belief as well as experience
might even be a stimulus to greater toleration and cooperation
eugene england is professor of english at brigham young university truman G
madsen is emeritus professor of philosophy at brigham young university charles
randall paul is on the committee on social thought at university of chicago and
richard F haglund jr is professor of physics at vanderbilt university
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